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customer-oriented is not just a slogan 
for the niedaX GrouP.

For our group of companies, our global 
presence means more expertise, 
flexibility, innovation – and for our 
customers and clients it means better 
service, knowledge and availability. 
this opens up new ways for us to 
successfully equip large projects, 
both at home and abroad, with cable 
laying systems and, at the same 
time, to create sustainable profit.

since the mid 1990s, our company has 
been growing very strongly through the 
founding of branches on every continent 
and targeted acquisitions both at home 

and abroad. a close, well-known group of  
companies has been built up around the  
parent company niedax Gmbh & co. kG,  
which as a whole forms the niedaX 
GrouP. well-known brands such as 
niedax, kleinhuis, Fintech, rico, ebo and 
niedax France are part of this group.

our high-performance group of 
companies made up of 26 sales and  
production locations worldwide creates  
synergy and innovation.

we apply our comprehensive expertise  
to large projects in six central business  
areas. whether it is in industry, energy, 
maritime structure technology, public 
buildings, infrastructure and traffic or 

special/tunnel construction: we are 
confident that we can rise to even 
the biggest challenges which you 
present us in all of these important 
industrial and supply sectors.

allow yourself to be convinced by  
the high-quality services from the  
niedaX GrouP and its specialists  
around the globe!

Bruno Reufels
chairman of the executive board

Alexander Horn
Managing director of technolog

Rolf Luthardt
Managing director of organisation and human resources

Globally
present
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NIEDAX GROUP Headquarters

Branch

Representative

Globally 
close
closeness to our customers and partners is part of 
niedaX’s plan for success. as a global player, we are 
at home in all key markets across the whole world.
with our headquarters in linz am rhein in Germany, 
currently 26 of our own branches, 80 sales partners 
worldwide, 1,800 employees and 10 production 
locations, we are represented on every continent.

a comprehensive warehouse structure also ensures 
that our highly-qualified specialists are flexible when 
it comes to meeting customers. we see availability 
as the foundation for true customer-orientation and 
the basis for trusting, long-term partnerships - in 
every country, in every branch and at every location.

NIEDAX de Mexico S.A. de C.V.
San Pedro Cholula

NIEDAX Participações Societárias Ltda.
Sao Paulo

NIEDAX CMS Ltd.
Tralee

NIEDAX Inc.
Columbus

NIEDAX France S.A.S.
Oudalle

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis  Ibèrica S.L.U.
Grinón

NIEDAX France S.A.S.
Saint-Calais

NIEDAX France S.A.S.
Béthune Cedex

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis N.V.
Eke/Nazareth
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Kungsbacka

Helsinki

Tallinn

Klaipèdos rajonas

Aalborg

Riga

Niedax GmbH & Co. KG
Linz/Rhein

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis B.V.
Wijchen

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis Polska
Tarnowskie Góry

NIEDAX-Kleinhuis s.r.o.
Veltrusy

NIEDAX Kabelverlegesysteme GmbH
Wolkersdorf 

Niedax Slowakia i. Gr.
Bratislava

NIEDAX Hungary i. Gr.
Érd

Zagreb

Belgrade

NIEDAX Bulgaria
Sofia

NIEDAX Romania i. Gr.
Bucuresti

NIEDAX EBO  Schweiz AG
Visp

NIEDAX EBO Italia  S.R.L. Con Socio Unio
Cavenago di Brianza 

Luxembourg-Gasperich

Ebo Systems S.A.S.
Villers-la-Montagne

NIEDAX Middle East FZE
Dubai

Piraeus

NIEDAX India Cable Management Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Bangalore

NIEDAX Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
Singapore 

NIEDAX Australia Pty. Ltd.
Sydney

NIEDAX (Thailand) Ltd.
Rayong

Baghbanpura Lahore-9, P.O.

NIEDAX ooo
Moscow



1,800

26

Employees

Of our own
international 

representatives

80
Sales partners

worldwide

10
Production  
locations

45,000
Products

65,000
Tonnes

of steel processing

300,000
Square metres

of production and storage space
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For over 90 years, the name niedax 
has stood for new developments, 
high-quality products and fantastic 
service for everything involved with 
modern electrical installations.

we have stayed loyal to our home 
in linz am rhein, even though our 
tradition-rich company now works on 
an international scale as the niedaX 
GrouP and has grown into a global 
group of companies with 26 sales and 
production locations worldwide.

the combination of different specialist 
skills in the individual companies which 
are united in the group has allowed us  
to obtain a top international position as  
a system specialist: our range of services  
covers everything from designing and  
manufacturing cable support systems  
to planning all of the work, even for 
large,  demanding projects with a wide  
scope which require special solutions,  
and comprehensive service for our 
customers. 

systeM  
sPecialist  
For Modern 
electrical  
installations
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Complete, specific solutions 
for application worldwide 

whether you need cable support 
systems made of steel, aluminium, PVc 
or fibreglass and all of the accessories, 
we offer more than 45,000 items for 
modern electrical installations.

our systems are just as suitable for 
industrial plants and office complexes 
as for power plants or sports arenas. 
special requirements in terms of 
resistance, mechanical stability or 
protection against corrosion are not  
a problem for us: we have an individual  
solution for every need and application  
and a contact person near our  
customers.

we research and develop, manufacture 
our own support systems, plan, 
assemble and are ready to give advice 

for planning and technical questions. 
welding, pressing, profiling, perforating 
and injection moulding technology, 
extrusion, hot-dip galvanising, 
electroplating, plastic coating, tool 
construction, plate processing, fibreglass 
manufacturing, function preservation, 
quality systems for fire protection: 
we manufacture almost everything 
ourselves, meaning that we can ensure 
our own high quality standards are met.

Innovation culture: 
From rawlplugs to cable casing 

the development of high-quality products  
and the optimisation and constant 
modernisation of manufacturing 
procedures and systems have been a 
tradition at our company since 1920. 
alexander niedergesäß and Fritz axthelm,  

the company’s namesakes and 
visionary founders, already began 
to set international standards in the 
areas of cable routing and fastening 
with their trailblazing ideas. rawlplugs, 
cable racks and cable casing are 
just some of the innovative patented 
products from the niedaX GrouP.

today, most of the new developments at 
our company are born of the interaction 
and complementary effect of the specific 
skills which our individual companies 
have. the niedaX GrouP combines this 
wide variety of individual skills to create 
a complete, comprehensive, coordinated 
service which ensures the highest 
quality materials and design, peace of 
mind and security for our customers.

Present all over 
the world where 
large-scale, high-
quality cable 
support systems 
are needed.

the niedax Gmbh & co. kG headquarters  
in linz am rhein

the central production plant and warehouse 
in st. katharinen, Germany
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Close to demand, close to 
customers, close to people 

the multi-facetted knowledge, the 
“one source” principle and the global 
presence of the niedaX GrouP form 
the foundation for our outstanding 
services and distinctive closeness to 
our customers: with us, as a customer, 
you will benefit from fast processes and 
corresponding short delivery times. 

the close partnership with our 
customers reinforces our philosophy, 
as it is only possible to find the best, 
specific solutions through discussions 
about demands and requirement goals. 
our highly qualified specialists speak 
our customers’ language and are familiar 
with the sector’s standards and those 
of the region in which they work. as a 
global player, we think on a large scale, 
but we are available personally and on 

site for our customers. in this way, as  
a customer, you benefit from our global 
experience for your local project.

whether you are a satisfied customer 
or a committed employee, people are 
the focus at the niedaX GrouP as this 
determines the success of the company.

Our vision: even more 
sustainable profit through 
innovation 

our commitment to people is reflected 
in the economic sustainability of our 
business activity. the awareness of our 
unique professional responsibility for 
the environment and society leads us 
to constantly evaluate and observes 
ourselves critically. openness, flexibility 
and a readiness for further development 

are the keys to this. in relation to both 
company expansion and technical 
development, we must create new basic 
conditions and adapt them. through 
sensible acquisition, for example, we are 
creating advantages and securing our 
locations. research and development 
enable us to act in a way which is more 
environmentally-friendly and to create 
profit in a way which saves resources 
– beyond what is legally required.

it has always been our goal to find 
the right balance between economic, 
ecological and social goals. we 
are glad to tackle this challenge 
and do so with confidence: for 
our customers and employees, for 
people and the environment.
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demanding tasks require a reliable partner. we make  
use of our wide range of specialist skills in order  
to meet your specific needs – targeted perfectly for  
your project. you are in good hands with us.

our first-class references from companies from the  
most important industrial and supply sectors are  
confirmation of this.

skills For  
coMPleX  
sectors
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Innovative industrial solutions

well-known industrial companies, both at home and abroad, count on the  
electrical installation products from the niedaX GrouP. we supply to the  
entire spectrum of industrial production companies and have a substantial  
number of satisfied customers whose important locations have been  
equipped with cable  laying systems.

thyssenkrupp rasselstein is Germany’s only tinplate manufacturer. the  
niedaX GrouP installed 1,000 metres of cable ladder for a complex  
system of countless cables of all different types, including unusually large  
and heavy cables, at the production location in andernach am rhein, the  
world’s largest of its kind for packaging steel. our knowledge of demanding  
routing paths and systems which have to withstand extreme loads was 
particularly useful here.

12



industry
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Full steam ahead with special custom products
 
the highly efficient, environmentally-friendly creation, transfer and distribution of 
energy form an essential foundation for highly industrialised national economies.

cable support systems which have difficult requirements, particularly in terms 
of individuality and complexity, are essential in this sector and are necessary 
both for conventional power plants and solar and wind energy plants.

the niedaX GrouP is strongly represented in both areas and, in this way, 
is making its contribution for the future in terms of energy production. the 
niedaX GrouP pickled and manufactured approximately 3,000 metres of 
special stainless steel rlu 60.2000 cable tray for the wind farm Meerwind ost 
which belongs to the market leader aMbau Gmbh stahl- und anlagenbau in 
bremen. the stainless steel cable trays which were specially produced for this 
offshore wind farm are able to withstand the incredibly corrosive conditions.
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High-quality materials for the 
high seas 
 
the destructive power of salt water combined with very 
changeable weather conditions creates an extremely 
aggressive environment for offshore wind farms. 
this means that the maritime structure technology 
which is used must be absolutely reliable and can 
only be entrusted to experienced specialists.

the niedaX GrouP manufactured a range made from 
fibreglass which is suitable for use on the gas platforms 
Qatargas Qw 8 + 9. a fibreglass handrail and a 
complete system for the routing of the electrical cables 
which is reinforced with fibreglass fulfil the enormous 
requirements for protection against corrosion.
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MaritiMe 
structure 
technoloGy
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Where crowds gather … 

… the demand for smooth operations and safety is particularly high. unique  
requirements regarding the electrical infrastructure in highly complicated  
environments can only be fulfilled by an experienced specialist provider  
like the niedaX GrouP. this is why our products can be found in almost  
all public buildings: from stadiums and sports arenas to hospitals and  
administrative buildings.

the niedaX GrouP produced 3,000 hot-dip galvanised trays for the 
Porsche arena in stuttgart, the largest event hall in south Germany. they 
make it possible to create special constructions, are very resistant to 
corrosion and are incredibly safe in every way. this is with regard to both 
fire protection, so that electrical systems which are relevant to safety 
function for as long as possible, but also with regard to vandalism.

Public  
buildinGs
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Laying systems of the future
 
shopping centres, train stations, airports: safety in the case of fire is of the 
utmost priority anywhere where people gather. emergency lighting, lifts, smoke 
extraction systems and much more must remain functional over a sufficient 
period of time in order to save people’s lives. the niedaX GrouP has been 
offering fully developed systems which ensure that function is retained in the case 
of fire for a long time now. our “kFo” routing system with integrated function 
preservation according to the din 4102-t12 standards for wall and ceiling fittings 
represents another significant step forward, as additional threaded rods are 
no longer necessary. For you, this means less material and quicker fitting.

the expertise which the niedaX GrouP has acquired over many years 
in the area of preservation of the function of cables, wiring and routing 
systems was required after the serious fire catastrophe at düsseldorf airport. 
today, 1,000 metres of cable trays ensure a functional electricity supply 
which will remain intact for a long time even in an emergency and therefore 
meet the most demanding of requirements in terms of fire protection.
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Maximum safety with Fire approved  
complete systems
 
with intelligent complete systems being fire tested, the niedaX GrouP  ensures 
maximum safety and problem-free operation for excellent cable management in 
tunnels. in addition, our new handrail systems made of plastic reinforced with  
fibreglass guide travellers to the emergency exits quickly and safely.

Protection against fire and corrosion, mechanical stability and low heat conductivity  
are just a few of the requirements which have to be fulfilled.

the niedaX GrouP delivered 8,000 stainless steel cable trays, 60,000 custom  
constructions and 120,000 metres of fibreglass handrail especially for the Gotthard 
base  tunnel. here the plastic reinforced with fibreglass ensures that the  rails are 
stable, resistant to high temperature and keep their shape. in addition,  no poisonous 
gases are created through the use of flame-retardant, self-extinguishing,  halogen-free  
materials.
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Niedax	GmbH	&	Co.	KG	
Asbacher	Str.	141	
53545	Linz/Rhein	(Germany)	
Tel.	+49	(0)	2644	56	06-0	
Fax	+49	(0)	2644	56	06-13	
info@niedax-group.com	
www.niedax-group.com




